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Abstract. - We consider a model of the pseudogap specifically designed to describe the under-
doped cuprates and which exhibits particle-hole asymmetry. The presence of electron pockets,
besides the usual hole pockets, leads to the appearance of new vectors beyond the usual so-called
octet model in the joint density of states (JDOS), which underlies the analysis of Fourier-transform
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (FT-STS) data. These new vectors are associated with distinct
patterns of large amplitude in the JDOS and are expected to occur primarily at positive bias.
Likewise a pseudogap Dirac point occurs at positive bias and this point can be determined either
through FT-STS or through extrapolation of data from the autocorrelation function of angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy.
Prominent in the underdoped cuprate superconductors
is the existence of a pseudogap in the excitation spectrum
which opens above Tc but below a temperature T
∗. [1]
Whether this gap is the same as the superconducting en-
ergy gap or is a manifestation of a competing order in-
dependent of the superconductivity remains an open and
central question. Indeed, it is not clear that the two en-
ergy scales seen in experiments [2–4] arise from two sep-
arate gaps [5]. If there are two distinct gaps of d-wave
symmetry, they each will exhibit a Dirac point, a point at
which linear dispersions cross, at a different energy and
momentum in the band structure. Evidence for a sin-
gle gap would favour theoretical proposals of preformed
Cooper pairs above Tc which phase lock at this tempera-
ture. [6] On the other hand, models with competing order
typically have a second energy gap scale and some form
of Fermi surface reconstruction which gives rise to the
possibility of hole and electron pockets. [7, 8] While hole
pockets or arcs have been seen in ARPES experiments,
[9–11] recently the observation of electron pockets from
quantum oscillations in high magnetic fields has been re-
ported. [12] Furthermore, the preformed pair theory gives
rise to particle-hole symmetric quantities whereas compet-
ing orders can exhibit particle-hole asymmetry. [13,14] As
two-gap scenarios typically arise from strong correlations
due to the nearby presence of the antiferromagnetic Mott
insulating state shown in the phase diagram of fig. 1(a),
the AFM Brillouin zone boundary plays a significant role
in determining the reformation of the large Fermi surface
to small pockets with underdoping as shown in fig. 1(b).
Given that the underlying mechanism of superconductiv-
ity is most likely to be attributed to antiferromagnetic
spin fluctuations, as directly evidenced by experiment [15],
both the pseudogap and superconducting gap are expected
to reflect the same symmetry which is known to be d-wave
in the cuprates [16]. Thus, the gaps will exhibit Dirac
points in the (π, π) direction with that for superconduc-
tivity on the Fermi surface (taken as ω = 0 in energy) and
that for the pseudogap shifted to positive energy and at
a different k point in the Brillouin zone [14]. In this let-
ter, we demonstrate that the existence of electron pockets
will lead to additional characteristic features in the quasi-
particle interference (QPI) patterns [17,18] obtained from
Fourier transform scanning tunneling spectroscopy (FT-
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Fig. 1: (Colour online) (a) Generic phase diagram of the hole-
doped cuprates showing the antiferromagnetic Mott insulator
(AFM) region, the superconducting dome (SC) and the T ∗ line
indicating the onset of the pseudogap phase at lower doping x
and temperature T . (b) The reconstruction of the Fermi sur-
face in the first quadrant of the square Brillouin zone as the
doping is varied from underdoped (x = 0.08, 0.16, 0.18) to op-
timally doped (x = 0.2). When no pseudogap is present, as
in the case of x = 0.2 which is taken as the quantum criti-
cal point where the T ∗ line goes to zero, then there is a large
Fermi surface. With slight underdoping electron pockets (red)
and a hole pocket (blue) appear about the AFM Brillouin zone
boundary (red dashed line). These pockets shrink with under-
doping. (c) The octet model q’s of AC-ARPES and FT-STS
which connect points of high density of states associated with
the hole pockets (or arcs in some models). (d) The electron
pockets for x = 0.18 will also be connected by eight qe’s. Not
shown here are possible interband q’s which are in addition to
the intraband q’s shown in (c) and (d).
STS). Furthermore, we discuss the various signatures of
a particle-hole asymmetric pseudogap that may lead to
the possible identification of the pseudogap Dirac point
through FT-STS or via the extrapolation of information
from the autocorrelation function of angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy (AC-ARPES) [19, 20].
It was shown [19] that there is a direct correspon-
dence between the QPI measured in FT-STS and the AC-
ARPES. This important work confirmed that an evalua-
tion of the joint density of states (JDOS) in terms of the
spectral function A(k, ω):
JDOS(q, ω) =
1
V
∑
k
A(k, ω)A(k+ q, ω) (1)
will give rise at fixed energy ω to a series of strong peaks
at the tips of eight q vectors (one of which is 0) which is
known as the octet model [21]. For a quasiparticle disper-
sion given by Ek, these q’s map a point of high density
of states due to 1/∇Ek to another such point as shown
in fig. 1(c). The patterns for the JDOS formed exper-
imentally by an autocorrelation function of the ARPES
A(k, ω) agree well with the QPI found in FT-STS, which
is based on the same physics. [19] We now show from the
JDOS that AC-ARPES, indirectly, and the QPI FT-STS,
more directly, can provide a unique way for determining
both the energy and momentum information associated
with the pseudogap Dirac point and also electron pockets.
To provide a concrete demonstration of the expected
signatures of a second Dirac point, electron pockets and
particle-hole asymmetry, we adopt the model of Yang,
Rice and Zhang [22] who provide a phenomenological
ansatz for a Green’s function which represents a pseudo-
gap state in the cuprates. This model has been developed
out of prior work on t-J models, Hubbard ladders and
resonating valence bond spin liquid theory [22] and has
proven to be quite effective at describing a large body of
experimental data [11, 14, 22–35]. In this model, the co-
herent part of the Green’s function in the pseudogap state
has the form of
G(k, ω) =
gt
ω − ǫ(k)− Σpg(k, ω) , (2)
where the electron self-energy is given by Σpg(k, ω) =
|∆pg(k)|2/[ω + ǫ0(k)]. Here, gt = 2x/(1 + x) is a
Gutzwiller factor that reflects strong correlations and a
reduction in coherence with the approach toward the
AFM Mott insulator. The pseudogap is taken to be
∆pg(k) = ∆pg(x)[cos(kxa) − cos(kya)]/2, with ∆pg(x) =
0.6(1 − x/0.2). The band structure ǫ(k) is taken to be
a third nearest-neighbour tight-binding dispersion and
ǫ0(k) = −2t0[cos(kxa) + cos(kya)], where ǫ0(k) = 0 gives
the AFM Brillouin zone boundary shown in fig. 1. Indeed,
it is the fact that ǫ0(k) appears in the electron self-energy
Σpg(k, ω), instead of ǫ(k), that the pseudogap opens away
from the Fermi surface ǫ(k) = 0 on a surface defined by
ǫ(k)+ ǫ0(k) = 0, giving rise to particle-hole asymmetry in
this model. Further modifications of this form for a super-
conducting gap ∆sc(k) = ∆sc(x)[cos(kxa) − cos(kya)]/2,
where ∆sc(x) = 0.14[1− 82.6(x− 0.2)2], are standard and
given in refs. [14, 25], where the typical band structure
parameters used here may also be found. (Note, that
prior work on the JDOS has been done in this model
[31], however, a theory was used for the superconducting
state which has since been revised [25] and so results of
ref. [31] differ from ours in the presence of superconduc-
tivity.) While we use a particular model for illustration,
other models with particle-hole asymmetry would also give
qualitatively similar results. The pockets of fig. 1(b) are
a result of this model and it should be noted that at the
Fermi energy the AFM Brillouin zone side has small quasi-
particle weight and hence these pockets can appear as arcs
in experiment. Experimental evidence for these types of
p-2
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Fig. 2: (Colour online) Illustration of the evolution of hole and
electron pockets for positive energy cuts of the energy bands.
For x = 0.18, electron pockets exist at ω = 0 and grow as the
hole pocket shrinks. The x = 0.16 case demonstrates that even
if electron pockets do not exist at ω = 0, they will appear at
higher positive bias. For x = 0.16, at the largest energy shown,
i.e. ω = 0.27 in units of t0, the hole pocket has shrunk to a
point which is the pseudogap Dirac point. For x = 0.18, this
will be reached at greater energy.
pockets in agreement with this theory has been recently
presented in ref. [11]. Figure 1(d) illustrates that should
electron pockets exist, they will also give rise to new peaks
in the JDOS which would be seen in experiment. Note
that while it might appear that only a narrow range of
doping gives rise to electron pockets, as seen in fig. 1(b),
it is shown in fig. 2 that electron pockets will appear at
finite bias on the positive side even when not present at
ω = 0. Moreover, due to the formation of Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the superconducting state, an image of
these pockets can appear at negative bias. [14, 27] The
pseudogap Dirac point is seen in this figure as the sin-
gle point in the top right hand sheet for x = 0.16. It
will be found at positive energy along the nodal direction
about halfway in momentum between the Fermi surface
at ω = 0 and the AFM Brillouin zone. [14] The observa-
tion of electron pockets and the pseudogap Dirac point at
positive bias poses a problem for ARPES which sees only
the occupied states at negative energies, however, ARPES
can potentially be used to obtain very useful but indi-
rect information on the Dirac point from the particle-hole
asymmetry.
Clearly, with the Dirac point at positive energy, an
asymmetry exists in this situation. To discuss this point,
we show in fig. 3 the particle-hole asymmetry that exists
in the JDOS. While our prior figures were solely about the
pseudogap state, this figure now includes superconductiv-
ity. In the pure pseudogap state, particle-hole asymmetry
would occur at all biases but the presence of supercon-
ductivity restores the symmetry for energies below the
Fig. 3: (Colour online) (a) The JDOS in the superconducting
state with the pseudogap present for x = 0.16. Each colour
map is shown for q varying from (−2pi,−2pi) in the lower left
corner to (2pi, 2pi) in the upper right corner of the square. The
left (right) frames are for negative (positive) bias. The top
frames are for |ω| = 0.04t0 which is below the superconduct-
ing gap maximum ∆sc = 0.12t0. The bottom two frames are
for |ω| = 0.16t0, well above ∆sc. (b) The JDOS in the (0,0)
to (2pi,0) direction showing intraband (hole and electron) and
interband contributions to the autocorrelation function at en-
ergy ω = 0.16t0. The inset shows the JDOS in all directions of
q decomposed into the three components.
relevant superconducting energy scale. This is seen in
fig. 3(a) where the top frames show the JDOS at posi-
tive and negative biases and the energy |ω| < ∆sc. These
two frames show the particle-hole symmetry imposed by
superconductivity. The bottom two frames for |ω| > ∆sc
illustrate the particle-hole asymmetry due to the pseudo-
gap state. Using the case of ω = 0.16t0, fig. 3(b) shows a
p-3
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decomposition of the colour map into its contributions for
the hole intraband, electron-hole interband, and electron
intraband pieces, respectively (see inset)and the strength
of the JDOS for a cut along the center for q = (0, 0) to
(2π, 0). For this direction, the electron JDOS contribution
dominates and the interband component is not important.
Note that the JDOS shown here should be scaled by a
factor of g2t /4π
2 in the model used here. The inset colour
maps confirm the hole JDOS to be as shown before in prior
works but in addition illustrate a feathered pattern for the
interband JDOS and a distinctive 4-square pattern for the
electron JDOS which also dominates the full q-map in the
lower right frame of (a). Indeed, one sees that there are
very different characteristic fingerprints of electron pock-
ets versus hole or interband and while much attention has
been paid to the hole pockets, these other features can be
distinguished in the composite colour map for ω = 0.16
in fig. 3(a). Here, as we will focus on the JDOS for q
varying from (0, 0) to (2π, 0) only for brevity, we empha-
size that the potential interband JDOS peaks are small in
this direction and our discussion can focus solely on the
independent electron and hole features.
Figure 4 emphasizes the typical JDOS curves and q dis-
persions for the case of no gaps, with a pseudogap and for
both gaps present. Particle-hole asymmetry is imposed
by the pseudogap and electron pockets give rise to new
q’s at positive bias. The pseudogap-only case was ob-
tained previously in ref. [31] for the negative bias range
of ω = −0.1t0 to 0 and our results appear to be in agree-
ment in that range. These authors refer to this behaviour
as non-dispersive but we find it to be dispersive on our
expanded scale. With superconductivity, the q5 and q1
form an X-structure in the q versus ω plot with crossing
point at ω = 0. This is the superconducting Dirac point
and it occurs at a specific value of |q| which identifies the
Fermi momentum kF = |q|/
√
2 in the nodal direction.
The energy onset of the X is set by the maximum of the
superconducting gap on the hole pocket while the onset
of the electron qe1 and qe5 approximately corresponds to
the pseudogap energy and is more rigorously identified as
an energy scale ∆+pg discussed in ref. [14]. Note that in
fig. 4(e), the q1 and q5 merge towards a point at positive
bias and in spite of the distortion due to superconduc-
tivity in fig. 4(f), the same overall trend in q1 and q5 is
maintained. This point of merging is the pseudogap Dirac
point. As a final comment, the superconducting and pseu-
dogap Dirac point occur at mid range values of q concur-
rent with the nodal direction, whereas the electron pocket
q’s are either large or small in magnitude as expected for
features in the JDOS which arise from the near antinodal
direction.
Figure 5 emphasizes the pseudogap Dirac point more
clearly where for stronger underdoping the Dirac point
shifts to smaller energy as tracked by the black arrows
in frames (a)-(c). Likewise, this point is at a different
|q| than the superconducting Dirac point. With nearest
neighbour hopping t0 taken to be 150-350 meV in fitting
Fig. 4: (Colour online) Signatures of electron pockets in the au-
tocorrelation function. The JDOS for x = 0.16 in the q = (0, 0)
to (2pi, 0) direction for the case of: (a) no gaps (a simple Fermi
liquid), (b) ∆pg finite and ∆sc = 0 and (c) in the superconduct-
ing state with both gaps finite. Curves are shown offset from
one another for negative bias (purple) to positive bias (blue)
with steps of ω = 0.01t0. The dashed curve indicates the ω = 0
case. The variation of q versus ω following the main peaks in
(a)-(c) are shown in (d)-(f), respectively. New q’s arise at pos-
itive bias indicating the existence of the electron pockets, and
the Dirac point for the superconducting gap is seen in (f) at
ω = 0. See text for further discussion.
this model to other experiments, [14, 24, 27, 33] the pseu-
dogap Dirac point could shift to energies on order of 30-70
meV for underdoped Bi-based cuprates with Tc of 45K or
less. However, as shown in frames (d)-(f), the intensity at
the two Dirac points falls to zero as the density of states
is vanishing at these points and so the center of the X-
feature will fall below experimental resolution. Concurrent
with this may be matrix element issues which have been
shown to affect the proper observation of the supercon-
ducting Dirac point. [36] Nonetheless, one can extrapolate
the trend of q1 and q5 to find the point of intersection.
While STS experiments can access both negative and pos-
itive bias to form the q versus ω dispersions, currently
the positive and negative bias conductance is ratioed as
g(r,+E)/g(r,−E) before the Fourier transform is taken.
p-4
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Fig. 5: (Colour online) Evolution with doping of the pseudogap
Dirac point. (a)-(c) Various dopings for the underdoped phase
showing q versus ω for the (0,0) to (2pi,0) direction. In these
figures, both the superconducting and pseudogap Dirac points
are visible with the one for the pseudogap (marked by arrows)
found at positive bias and slightly different q. Extrapolation
of the q1 and q5 dispersions from negative bias (ignoring the
X feature due to superconductivity) until the two intercept,
should identify the pseudogap Dirac point. In the right hand
frames, (d)-(f), the JDOS intensity is plotted for the q’s shown
in a-c, respectively. The electron pockets provide a strong
signal.
[37,38] This automatically gives the particle-hole symmet-
ric q’s relevant for energies below the superconducting
gap. To see the particle-hole asymmetry discussed here,
the positive and negative biases must be kept separate. In
older experimental work showing both positive and neg-
ative bias separately in a few cases, the data is given for
an energy below the superconducting gap energy where
particle-hole symmetry is restored [18,39]. In ref. [40], us-
ing an analysis to isolate pseudogap-only regions from an
inhomogeneous gap map, a non-dispersive q∗ is identified
above the superconducting gap energy which is associated
with a local “checkerboard” charge ordering. No other
q’s in the pseudogap state are found although the q∗ is
not without some dispersion and is close to the q1 value
as illustrated in ref. [41]. More recently, this q∗ feature
has been measured at postive and negative bias in FT-
STS for different dopings and temperatures [fig. S2(a)-(c)
of ref. [42]] and has been found to disperse in the pseu-
dogap state. This dispersion is in close agreement with
the q1 shown here for a reasonable choice of t0. On the
other hand, ARPES can only measure the negative bias.
However, due to the particle-hole asymmetry, the ARPES
data for q versus ω can be extrapolated to positive bias
to give an estimate of the pseudogap Dirac point provided
the extrapolation is taken from above the superconducting
energy gap scale. Using the published AC-ARPES data
presented in ref. [19] to do such an extrapolation, we note
that in the one underdoped sample shown there are kinks
in q5, q7 and q3 around 22-25 meV, an indication of a
possible superconducting gap energy scale. Extrapolating
from energies just above this scale, we roughly estimate
that q1 and q5 intersect at about ω ∼ +40 − 55 meV
and |q|/(2π/a) ∼ 0.45 − 0.5 (consistent with the results
shown here). Alternatively, using t0 = 350 meV in our
calculations to approximately match the kink energies, we
infer the Dirac point to be at ∼ 85 meV, indicating that
the extrapolation from negative energy is likely to under-
estimate the energy of the pseudogap Dirac point. With
either method, this data might be interpreted to support
the presence of a pseudogap Dirac point and provides ev-
idence for a two gap scenario. We note, however, that
other AC-ARPES data on samples of higher doping and
measured at higher temperature find a lack of dispersion
in the pseudogap state [20,41], which they attribute to q’s
connecting the tips of the energy-independent Fermi arcs,
rather than charge ordering. These authors also suggest
that anomalous behaviour may be seen in the dispersion
of q’s in the superconducting state due to electrons cou-
pling to collective excitations. Clearly additional study by
both ARPES and STS communities could further clarify
these important issues. One thing that is clear from fig. 5
is that electron pockets should provide a strong signal.
At this point, we should address further the assumption
of particle-hole asymmetry which is key to our discussion.
In addition to our analysis above, there is recent experi-
mental evidence for particle-hole asymmetry in the pseu-
dogap state from both ARPES [13,25,43] and STM experi-
ments [14,42,44]. As we have discussed, superconductivity
largely restores particle-hole symmetry at energies below
the superconducting energy gap scale and hence the poten-
tial for detection of particle-hole asymmetry in experiment
in the past may have been partly clouded by this issue.
More recently, however, the evidence has become clearer
[13] but not always made prominent [42,43]. For instance,
while the focus of ref. [43] was on particle-hole symme-
try, they also presented evidence for asymmetry which
they analyzed further in ref. [25] to find good agreement
with the ansatz of Yang, Rice and Zhang [22]. In fig. S2
of the supplemental information of ref. [42], particle-hole
asymmetry is seen clearly in the pseudogap state, whereas
particle-hole symmetry at low energies is seen in the su-
perconducting state. There is still controversy, however,
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and hence obtaining signatures of electron pockets and the
pseudogap Dirac point would help to clarify this debate.
On the issue of electron pockets, we note that the sig-
nal shown in fig. 5(d)-(f) is very large and so STS should
be able to confirm the existence of these pockets. Given
that they are associated with pockets in the antinodal re-
gions of the Brillouin zone, they should not be obscured
by potential matrix element effects, which are proposed
to impact the nodal region. STS experiments allow us
to access another part of the band structure which has
been split by the pseudogap, and our results here indicate
the dominance of the electron pocket signal over that of
the hole pocket in this regime. This may be analogous
to the quantum oscillations seen at high magnetic field
in YBa2Cu3O6.5 which have been a cause for considerable
debate due to the inferred presence of electron pockets [12]
but a surprising lack of observation of those due to holes.
In summary, we have shown that signatures of elec-
tron pockets could be detected in FT-STS at positive bias
which would confirm the reconstruction of the Fermi sur-
face due to the formation of the pseudogap. Furthermore,
AC-ARPES and FT-STS techniques can be used in a novel
way to identify the pseudogap Dirac point which would
both confirm a two gap scenario for the high Tc cuprates
and allow for detailed testing of candidate proposals for
the pseudogap in the cuprates. Some existing ARPES
data presents suggestive evidence, although somewhat in-
direct, that a pseudogap Dirac point is indeed present, at
reasonable values of energy and momentum, and motivates
further investigation particularly involving QPI FT-STS
at positive bias.
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